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Abstract: We study the general Zee model, which includes an extra Higgs scalar dou-
blet and a new singly-charged scalar singlet. Neutrino masses are generated at one-loop
level, and in order to describe leptonic mixing, both the Standard Model and the extra
Higgs scalar doublets need to couple to leptons (in a type-III two-Higgs doublet model),
which necessarily generates large lepton avor violating signals, also in Higgs decays. Im-
posing all relevant phenomenological constraints and performing a full numerical scan of
the parameter space, we nd that both normal and inverted neutrino mass orderings can
be tted, although the latter is disfavored with respect to the former. In fact, inverted
ordering can only be accommodated if 23 turns out to be in the rst octant. A branching
ratio for h !  of up to 10 2 is allowed, but it could be as low as 10 6. In addition,
if future expected sensitivities of  !  are achieved, normal ordering can be almost
completely tested. Also, e conversion is expected to probe large parts of the parame-
ter space, excluding completely inverted ordering if no signal is observed. Furthermore,
non-standard neutrino interactions are found to be smaller than 10 6, which is well below
future experimental sensitivity. Finally, the results of our scan indicate that the masses of
the additional scalars have to be below 2:5 TeV, and typically they are lower than that and
therefore within the reach of the LHC and future colliders.
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In the Standard Model (SM), neutrinos are massless and lepton avors are exactly con-
served to all orders. However, from neutrino oscillation experiments, we know that neutri-
nos are not massless and that lepton avor is not conserved in the neutrino sector.
Whether lepton number is a good symmetry of Nature or not remains an open question.
If the SM is considered an eective eld theory (EFT), the only dimension-5 operator is
the Weinberg operator [1], where lepton number is broken by two units, and which gives
rise to Majorana masses for the neutrinos after electroweak symmetry breaking. There
are dierent realizations of this operator, both at tree level and one-loop level. High-scale
realizations of the Weinberg operator, for instance the type-I seesaw mechanism [2{6], are
well motivated by grand unied theories (GUTs), such as SO(10). However, these models
are dicult to test, and therefore, other avenues should be explored, in particular in light
of new data from the LHC and low-energy experiments.
Indeed, there is hope to test scenarios in which lepton number violation (LNV) occurs
close to the electroweak scale. One such scenario is radiative neutrino mass models, where
neutrinos are massless at tree level, but acquire mass at one or more loops. Thus, the new
degrees of freedom involved in the generation of neutrino mass cannot be too heavy, and
therefore, they can be searched for at the LHC. These new particles typically give rise to
enhanced lepton avor violating (LFV) signals in processes like  ! e,  ! 3, or e
conversion, which we denote as charged lepton avor violation (CLFV). Furthermore, with
the discovery of the Higgs boson [7, 8], the ways to search for LFV have increased and
one can look for Higgs lepton avor violating (HLFV) decays, especially in the  - and  -e
sectors, which are subject to weaker constraints from low-energy probes than the -e sector.
The ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC have active programs to search for
HLFV decays. Considering their 13 TeV data sets, no signal has been observed.1 In
table 1, we summarize the latest 13 TeV upper limits on HLFV decays from ATLAS and
CMS. The LHC is sensitive to Br(h! ; e) & 0:001, and therefore, these decays can be
used to test the models of new physics with HLFV signals in such a range.
In recent years, several studies have analyzed if a Br(h! )  1 % is compatible with
low-energy constraints, either using an EFT approach [13{20] or in a type-III two-Higgs
doublet model (2HDM) [21{26] (see also ref. [27] for a study of a supersymmetric inverse
seesaw scenario). Reference [20] is particularly relevant to us, where it was shown that the
only tree-level scenarios, which can accommodate the excess, are models with extra scalars.
Furthermore, the connection between HLFV decays and neutrino masses was extensively
discussed2 and it was found that the most general version of the Zee model [33{35] (see also
refs. [36{55] for dierent works and variations on the Zee model) was the most promising
one. In this simple model, an extra Higgs scalar doublet and a new singly-charged scalar
1The CMS 8 TeV data showed a 2:4 excess in the channel h !  [9], which is translated into a
branching ratio Br(h! ) = (0:84+0:39 0:37) %. This corresponds to an upper limit Br(h! ) < 1:51 % at
95 % C.L. [9]. Unfortunately, this small excess has disappeared with the CMS 13 TeV data. Of course, an
excess at a lower level of O(10 3) could be observed at the LHC in the forthcoming years.

















HLFV observable ATLAS CMS
Br(h! ) 1:43 % [10] 1:20 % [11]
Br(h! e) 1:04 % [10] 0:69 % [12]
Table 1. Experimental 95 % C.L. upper bounds on HLFV decays from ATLAS and CMS in the
tau sector using the 13 TeV data sets. In our numerical scan, we will use the strongest upper bounds
from CMS shown in this table.
singlet are added to the SM and Majorana neutrino masses are generated at one-loop level.
In order to describe leptonic mixing correctly, it is necessary that both scalar doublets
couple to the charged leptons in a type-III 2HDM, see e.g. refs. [47, 49, 51]. This is precisely
the same requirement needed to have large HLFV [20], and therefore, a complete analysis,
taking into account all phenomenological constraints and performing a full numerical scan
of the parameter space, is of great interest. This is the aim of this work, including a
reduction of the allowed parameter space of the model by taking into account recent data,
like the discovery of the Higgs boson [7, 8], the determination of the leptonic mixing angle
13 [56{58], the results from the latest global ts of neutrino parameters including the hint
of leptonic CP violation and the uncertainty on the octant of the leptonic mixing angle 23
(i.e. if 23 is smaller or larger than =4) [59{61], the new limits on CLFV processes like the
ones on ! e [62], and HLFV processes like those shown in table 1. Finally, the impact of
future expected limits will also be studied, in particular those coming from  ! , where
Belle II is expected to reach a sensitivity of 10 9 [63], and specially e conversion, which is
expected to improve by several orders of magnitude in the near future, see e.g. refs. [64{71].
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we describe the Zee model and its
relevant parameters. In section 3, we discuss the phenomenological constraints of the model.
Then, in section 4, we perform a numerical scan and present our results for three dierent
scenarios: (i) without neutrino masses (just a type-III 2HDM with an extra charged singlet)
and with neutrino masses for both (ii) normal and (iii) inverted neutrino mass orderings.
Finally, in section 5, we summarize our results and give our conclusions. In addition, in
appendices A and B, we present the contributions of the model to the electroweak precision
test parameters S, T , and U and derive explicit analytical expressions for various loop
functions that these parameters are constructed from and which can be used for any model.
2 The general Zee model
In addition to the SM content with a Higgs scalar doublet 1, the Zee model [33{35]
contains an extra Higgs scalar doublet 2 and a singly-charged scalar singlet h
+. We start
by discussing the most general scalar potential.
2.1 The scalar potential
The following analysis is similar to the ones performed for 2HDMs, see e.g. refs. [72{75].

















denoted by v1 and v2, respectively. Then, one can rotate to the Higgs basis, where only




2 ' 246 GeV. The rotation is given by








where tan   v2=v1 and the short-hand notations sx  sinx and cx  cosx.3 We will also





v + '01 + iG
0
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where '01 and '
0
2 are CP-even neutral Higgs elds, A is a CP-odd neutral Higgs eld, H
+ is
a charged Higgs eld, and G+ and G0 are the would-be Goldstone bosons, which are eaten
by the W+ and the Z. The most general potential for the Zee model (see e.g. ref. [73]) is




























































h+2 + h h+4 + 8 h+2Hy1H1 + 9 h+2Hy2H2
+ 10
h+2 Hy1H2 + H:c:+ H1 H2 h  + H:c: ; (2.3)
where i (i = 1; 2; : : : ; 10; h) are the quartic couplings, 
2
i (i = 1; 2; 3; h) are bare mass-
squared parameters, and  is a trilinear coupling. In addition,  is the rank two antisym-
metric Levi-Civita tensor. In general, 5, 6, 7, 10, 3, and  can be complex. Note that
one can choose 5 to be real by redening H1 and H2 [73]. Furthermore, without loss of
generality,  can be chosen to be real and positive by redening the singlet h . In addition,
we choose 6 to be real for simplicity. In the numerical scan (see section 4.1), we will treat
the three quantities , 2, and h as free real parameters, except for the case when we will
set  = 0. In section 3.1, we will comment on the usage of the quartic couplings i in the
numerical scan.
Since only H1 takes a VEV, dierentiating eq. (2.3) with respect to H1 and H2, gives










3In type-III 2HDM, tan  is an unphysical parameter [73]. For the lepton sector, it can be dened as
the ratio of the tau Yukawa coupling (times the vev) and its mass. In general, the denition of tan  will


















which can be used to eliminate 21 and 
2
3 as independent variables. Equation (2.4) applies
to both the real and imaginary parts. Inserting hH1i = (0; v=
p
2)T into eq. (2.3), we
obtain the squared mass matrices of the charged and neutral CP-even Higgs states. For

















The mass eigenstates h+1 and h
+
2 are a mixing of h








































2 m2A + 5v
2
1A ; (2.10)






v2 (5   4) : (2.11)
Thus, in the Higgs basis, the mass eigenstates h and H are a mixture of the CP-even states
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m2A + v





























2.2 The lepton sector
As we will see, in order to describe leptonic mixing, both Higgs scalar doublets must couple
to the charged leptons, and thus, we are considering a type-III 2HDM, see e.g. ref. [51].
The most general Yukawa Lagrangian in the generic basis, where both Higgs elds take
VEVs, reads
  LL = L (Y y1 1 + Y y2 2)eR + ~Lf Lh+ + H:c: ; (2.15)
where L = (L; eL)
T and eR are the SU(2) lepton doublets and singlets, respectively, and
~L  i2Lc = i2CLT with 2 being the second Pauli matrix. Due to Fermi statistics, f is
an antisymmetric Yukawa matrix in avor space (i.e. f =  f), while Y1 and Y2 are













Note that we will work in the basis where mE is diagonal with real and positive elements
me, m, and m . Moreover, Y2 will be a general complex matrix and Y1 can be expressed
completely in terms of mE and Y2 using eq. (2.16).
In the Higgs basis, we can rewrite eq. (2.15) using eq. (2.1) as
















+ + H:c: (2.17)
Without loss of generality, rotating the lepton doublets L and the lepton singlets eR
by the same phase (so that mE remains diagonal and positive), three phases from f can
be removed. However, note that the phases from Y2 cannot be removed by lepton eld
redenitions.
In the mass basis (also for massive neutrinos), using eq. (2.17), the most general
leptonic Lagrangian reads
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We dene the following eective couplings for the neutral Higgs elds h0 = (h; H; A),























































































) = ( 2s';  2 c') : (2.23)
One can observe that g1h0 is avor conserving and proportional to mE=v.
2.3 Neutrino parameters
A general 3 3 Majorana neutrino mass matrix M , which is dened as an eective mass
term in the Lagrangian L   1=2 cLML + H:c:, can be written as
M = UDUT ; (2.24)
where L is the left-handed neutrino avor eigeneld with three lepton avors, D is a 33
diagonal matrix with positive real eigenvalues and U is the 3  3 unitary leptonic mixing
matrix, which relates the neutrino mass eigenelds i (i = 1; 2; 3) with denite masses mi




Ui i : (2.25)





 c23s12   s23s13c12ei c23c12   s23s13s12ei s23c13








where cij  cos ij and sij  sin ij (12, 13, and 23 being the three leptonic mixing
angles and 12; 13; 23 2 [0; =2)). Furthermore, in eq. (2.26),  is the Dirac CP-violating
phase ( 2 [0; 2)) and 1 and 2 are two Majorana CP-violating phases (1; 2 2 [0; 4)).
Using the three denite neutrino masses m1, m2, and m3, we also dene the two linearly-
independent neutrino mass squared-dierences m221  m22  m21 and m231  m23  m21,
known as the small and large mass squared-dierences, respectively, where the sign of
m231 is still unknown. The case m
2
31 > 0 is generally referred to as `normal neutrino
mass ordering' (NO), whereas the case m231 < 0 is known as the `inverted neutrino
mass ordering' (IO). Note that using neutrino oscillation experiments, it is not possible
to determine 1 and 2 nor the absolute neutrino mass scale. The most up-to-date best-
t values from global analyses of the ordinary neutrino oscillation parameters (i.e. the
leptonic mixing parameters and the neutrino mass-squared dierences) are 12 ' 34,
13 ' 8:5, 23 ' 42 for NO and 23 ' 50 for IO,  ' 1:5, m221 ' 7:5  10 5 eV2, and
m231 ' 2:5  10 3 eV2 for NO and m231 '  2:5  10 3 eV2 for IO [59{61]. Similar values

















allowed from the global analyses [60, 61] for both orderings with a mild preference of the
rst (second) octant for NO (IO).
In addition to the ordinary neutrino oscillation parameters, the following eective

































mi = m1 +m2 +m3 ; (2.29)
where mee (or m02) is the eective electron neutrino mass parameter that could be
measured in neutrinoless double beta decay (02) experiments [79, 80] (see also ref. [81]
for a recent review), me (or m) is the eective neutrino mass parameter measured in
(single) beta decay experiments [82], and nally,
P
mi is the sum of the three neutrino
masses, which, in the future, could be determined by cosmology, but at present it is only
restricted by an upper bound, see e.g. refs. [83, 84].
2.4 Neutrino masses in the Zee model
As can be seen from the potential and the Yukawa Lagrangian of the Zee model, eqs. (2.3)
and (2.18), respectively, in order to have LNV and therefore neutrino masses, we need the
simultaneous presence of Y1, Y2, f , and . In the Zee model, the one-loop diagram shown
in gure 1, where the charged scalars h+1 and h
+
2 run in the loop, generates neutrino masses.














where we have dened










with ' being the mixing angle for the charged scalars given in eq. (2.8). Therefore, in the
Zee model, due to loop and chiral suppression, the new physics scale can be light.
Assuming f e = 0, neglecting me  m; m , and keeping only the term proportional
to m in the 3-3 element,
4 we obtain the following (symmetric) Majorana mass matrix
M = A mvp
2 s
0BBB@




e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   f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2p
2sm
v f









4Keeping the 3-3 element to order m=m is phenomenologically relevant for the following two reasons.
First, to have that all neutrinos are massive. Second, to obtain a constrain on Y 2 , which enters in h! .
























Figure 1. The Zee model diagram for neutrino masses.
Note that in a simpler scenario, where one neglects terms proportional to m, one neutrino
will be massless. On the other hand, taking terms proportional to m into account, all
neutrinos will obtain masses.
In our analysis, we assume zero Yukawa couplings in the e- sector, i.e. we assume






2 = 0, which means that the non-zero Yukawa






2 , and Y
e
2 . We assume all these Yukawa couplings
to be complex except for f e ; f , and Y e2 (which does not enter in neutrino masses), see
the discussion in section 2.2. Thus, the Yukawa couplings will constitute eleven free real
parameters in the numerical scan that will be described in section 4.1.
In order to obtain correct mixing angles, we need both Y 2 and Y
e
2 dierent from
zero, as they enter in the 1-2 submatrix of eq. (2.32). Therefore, it is clear that reproducing
the leptonic mixing angles correctly will imply restrictions on Br(h ! ), Br(h ! e),
and other LFV processes. In fact, from this argumentation, a lower bound on the product
Br(h ! )  Br(h ! e) (in addition to an upper bound from other CLFV processes) is
expected.
2.5 The (minimal) quark sector
Although the Zee model only deals with the lepton sector, the SM Higgs scalar doublet
needs to couple to the SM quarks, like tops and bottoms, in order to be observed via
its production and decay modes at the LHC [85]. In the generic basis, the most general
Lagrangian in the quark sector is given by
  LQ = Q (Y yu1 ~1 + Y yu2 ~2)uR +Q (Y yd11 + Y yd22) dR + H:c: ; (2.33)
where Q = (uL; dL)
T are the SU(2) quark doublets, uR and dR are the SU(2) quark
singlets, and ~i  i2i (i = 1; 2). However, avor violation in the quark sector is severely
constrained (see e.g. ref. [16]), so we will assume the simplest scenario in which Yd2 =
Yu2 = 0. Then, we can use the basis, where the up-type quark mass matrix is diagonal.
Furthermore, we assume the Yukawa couplings Yd1 and Yu1 to be Hermitian. The masses



























Therefore, the interactions of the physical neutral Higgs elds with quarks are given by
ghtt (hbb) =  
mt (b)s
vc
; gHtt (Hbb) =
mt (b)c
vc




where the corresponding Feynman rule for the CP-odd scalar A includes a 5.
Note that if we had taken the couplings to quarks as general as possible, including the
rst generation, there would have been other phenomenological implications. In particular,
related to neutrino masses, there would have been be new contributions to neutrinoless dou-
ble beta decay and new universality and non-standard neutrino interactions with matter,
stemming from interactions of the charged scalars h+1 and h
+
2 . However, when naturality
constraints are imposed on the Yukawa couplings to the leptons and the up and down
quarks, see eq. (3.4), these contributions are subdominant. We will therefore only discuss
the universality constraints and the non-standard neutrino interactions generated through
leptonic interactions, see section 3.4, and we will only consider the contributions to neu-
trinoless double beta decay mediated by W bosons, i.e. the contributions from the light
neutrinos.
3 Phenomenology
3.1 Stability of the potential
A Hamiltonian in quantum mechanics has to be bounded from below, which requires the
quartic part of the scalar potential in eq. (2.3) to be positive for all values of the elds and
for all scales. Then, if two of the three elds H1; H2, and h vanish, one immediately nds
1  0 ; 2  0 ; h  0 : (3.1)
For a general 2HDM potential with 6 = 7 = 0, it has been shown in ref. [86] that
the additional necessary conditions are
3 >  
p
12 ; 3 + 4   j5j >  
p
12 : (3.2)
However, when 6; 7 6= 0, it has been shown that in addition to the previous conditions,
the following condition [87]
2 j6 + 7j < 1 + 2
2
+ 3 + 4 + 5 (3.3)
is both necessary and sucient to ensure stability of the potential. Other stability condi-
tions for similar potentials are discussed in refs. [45, 88, 89].
In this work, due to the large number of parameters, we will set 4 = 7 = 8 = 9 =
10 = h = 0, since they do not signicantly impact phenomenology, even though their
presence is expected to somewhat open the allowed parameter space. Thus, the four free
Higgs couplings are 1, 2, 3, and 5, which we will treat as free real parameters, while
6 is a derived parameter that can be computed from eq. (2.13). In the numerical scan

















3.2 Naturality and perturbativity
There are naturality and perturbativity constraints on the Yukawa couplings and on the
quartic and trilinear couplings of the potential. In order not to have large ne-tuned can-














  mem : (3.4)
One can also obtain an upper bound on , which contributes to the scalar masses. In





we can also derive a natural upper bound using the 125 GeV Higgs boson [7, 8], due to
the fact that  contributes at one-loop level to its mass. The relevant coupling of the light








1   h 2 h+2 ) + c2'(h+1 h 2 + h 1 h+2 )

h : (3.5)
We demand that the one-loop contribution to the Higgs mass fullls mh=mh . , where
we choose  = 1 (10), which corresponds to no (10 %) ne-tuning.5 Neglecting logarithms
and factors of two in the Higgs self-energies, we obtain








Taking s   1, we nd an upper bound of 1:5 (15) TeV for  = 1 (10). In addition, we
impose that all the quartic couplings are perturbative:
jij 
p
4 ; i = 1; 2; 3; 5 : (3.7)
3.3 Charged lepton avor violation and electric and magnetic moments
3.3.1 Trilepton decays
The presence of the second Higgs doublet gives rise to tree-level trilepton decays `i !
`j`k`l.
6 The ratio of branching ratio reads
Br(`i ! `j`k`l)




 jDLLj2 +  jDRRj2 + jDLRj2 + jDRLj2

; (3.8)
where GF = g
2=(
p
2v2) ' 1:16610 5 GeV 2 is the Fermi coupling constant and the Wilson
coecients DPP0 (P;P
0 = L;R) are given by the coherent sum of the contributions from
the neutral Higgs elds. In addition,  = 1=2 (1) when there are two (no) indistinguishable
5The ne-tunings in the Higgs mass squared, which is the relevant parameter in the Lagrangian, would
be 1 % (100 %) for  = 1 (10).
6At one loop and two loops, there are dipole contributions which dominate the rate. However, these are


















particles in the nal state. We are interested in tau decays.7 In this case, for  ! ,
the Wilson coecient DLL is given by










where h0 = (h; H; A). Similarly, for  ! e, one can simply substitute Y 2 ! Y e2 .
Furthermore, DRL is obtained from DLL by changing (g
1
h0)
 ! g1h0 . Finally, DRR (DLR) is
obtained from DLL (DRL) by making the replacement Y

2 ! (Y 2 ) and conjugating the
vertex factors.
As expected, these tree-level processes do not restrict the parameter space as much
as  ! ,  ! e, or  ! e does, since they always involve a muon mass suppression
(squared) and are therefore irrelevant. In table 5, the upper bounds used in the numerical
scan for the various observables are presented.
3.3.2 `i ! `j decays
One of the most constrained CLFV process is the radiative process `i ! `j with `i being
the physical charged leptons e, , and  . This process always arises at loop level and it







`jF + H:c: ; (3.10)
where  is the scale of new physics,  = i[;  ]=2, and F = @A   @A is the










and similarly, CL = C
y
R. Then, it follows that
Br(`i ! `j)







We use the expressions for the Wilson coecients given in refs. [13, 15, 16], adapted to the
Zee model. We also include the two-loop Barr-Zee contributions as given in ref. [91]. At







































7Other processes, like  ! eee, are absent at tree level, since we assume Y e2 = Y e2 = 0. Also, tree

















and similarly, we obtain C0R with the replacement Y

2 ! (Y 2 ). For the charged scalars,
we nd (using
P























Y 2 ; (3.14)
C+R ' 0 ; (3.15)
where the contribution to C+R is zero, since we assume f
e = 0.







similarly for CR. For  ! e, the dominant contributions, proportional to m , are given














































Note that we also add the contributions from f to ! e, which are proportional to m,
with  running in the loop:













)2(f e )f : (3.19)
The contribution in eq. (3.19) strongly constraints the antisymmetric Yukawa coupling f
of the singly-charged scalar singlet.
3.3.3 Electron and muon electric dipole and anomalous magnetic moments
When avor is conserved, anomalous magnetic moments (AMMs) are generated. The
dominant contributions are given by loops with neutral Higgs elds and tau leptons, similar









Then, using eq. (3.11), the muon AMM is given by
a = 2m
2
Re(CL + CR) : (3.21)
Similarly, the electron AMM is obtained by replacing the indices ! e everywhere.
For the electron AMM, there is no disagreement between theory and experiment, and
in fact, it represents one of the most precisely measured quantities in all of physics with an
experimental 90 % C.L. upper bound on possible new physics contributions of 2 10 12 [76].
On the other hand, for the muon AMM, there is an experimental deviation from the
theoretical prediction of the SM, i.e. jaj = (2:88  0:80)  10 9 [76]. Unfortunately,































= m Im (CL   CR) : (3.23)
The experimental 90 % C.L. upper bounds for the muon and electron EDMs are 1 
10 19 e cm [76] and 8:7  10 29 e cm [92], respectively (see also table 5). Therefore, for
the muon EDM, this bound is almost non-existing, whereas the electron one strongly con-
strains the imaginary parts of Y e2 and Y
e
2 (in our scenario, Y
e
2 is assumed to be real for
simplicity).
3.3.4 e conversion in nuclei
Finally, e conversion is a very interesting process because the sensitivity in the next gener-
ation experiments is expected to increase by around four orders of magnitude. As the dipole
contribution is already heavily constrained by ! e, we can use the current limits to re-
strict the monopole photonic contribution. In the limit, where the transferred momentum is









where V pAu = 0:0974m
5=2
























Similarly, gRV is obtained by replacing Y

2 ! (Y 2 ) in eq. (3.25). The currently best
experimental limit is Cr(! e)Au < 710 13 at 90 % C.L. by the SINDRUM II experiment
at PSI [94].
For titanium, the best experimental limit is Cr(! e)Ti < 4:310 12 at 90 % C.L. [94].
In the future, PRISM/PRIME [68, 69] expects to achieve a sensitivity of O(10 18). For
aluminium, the future experimental sensitivity is Cr(! e)Al < 6  10 17 at 90 % C.L. in
the Mu2e experiment at Fermilab [64{66] and of O(10 17) in the COMET experiment at J-
PARC [70, 71]. Mu2e may also run at Project X using either Al or Ti [67] with an expected
sensitivity of O(10 19). In the numerical analysis, we will discuss how the Zee model will
be constrained if the expected sensitivity of this process is achieved in the future.
3.4 Leptonic interactions of the charged scalars
Now, we study four-lepton interactions of the singly-charged scalar mass eigenstates h+1
and h+2 that involve two charged leptons and two neutrinos.
8 These give rise to muon and
8Since the new Higgs scalar doublet also couples to quarks (to the third generation in our scenario),
there are four-fermion interactions between quarks and leptons, which we do not analyze any further, see

















tau decays into lighter charged leptons and neutrinos as well as to non-standard neutrino
interactions (NSIs), see e.g. refs. [95, 96].
At tree level, we can integrate out h+1 and h
+
2 , see e.g. ref. [95]. Therefore, using




[eR (Ye1 )y L][L Ye1 eR] +
1
~M22





[eR (Ye1 )y L][cL Ye2 eL] + [eL (Ye2 )y cL][L Ye1 eR]
o
; (3.26)
where we have dened the eective Yukawa couplings








; Ye2   2UT f (3.27)



































Note that for the denition of ~M212 we have used the charged-scalars mixing s2' as dened
in eq. (2.8).
3.4.1 Universality
The second operator in eq. (3.26), which is second order in f , i.e. jYe2 j2 / f yf , couples
to the left-handed leptons, like charged currents in the SM. This implies that it interferes
constructively with the W boson. In the SM, the Fermi constant extracted from muon
decay GSM and the one extracted from hadronic decays G
SM
 are tested to be equal with
great precision. The presence of the charged scalars modies the muon decay rate [97, 98],
which implies that GSM = G
SM
 6= GZee , where GZee is the Fermi constant from muon decay











where ~M2 is dened in eq. (3.28).
In the SM, unitarity of the quark mixing matrix V holds to great precision. In our
scenario, as we assume f e = 0, we also have that V is unitary up to order O(1=m4
h+1;2
):








On the hand, other leptonic decays may not be universal (in the SM, they are mediated



























































jf j2   jf e j2

: (3.33)
In our scenario the expressions (3.31){(3.33) will generally, but not necessarily, be dierent
from one, i.e. they deviate from the SM prediction.
3.4.2 Non-standard neutrino interactions
Apart from standard neutrino interactions (including neutrino oscillations), the new singly-
charged scalar elds h+1 and h
+
2 introduced in the Zee model will induce NSIs at tree level.
These NSIs are new LFV processes that are not allowed in the SM, but could be probed
in future neutrino oscillation experiments, and are usually treated using an eective four-
fermion operator.
Interestingly, the operators in the second line of eq. (3.26) violate lepton number.9
Indeed, they involve the same combination of four leptons that appears inside the neutrino
mass diagram, see gure 1, and thus, their coecients are proportional to the same lepton-
number combination appearing in the neutrino mass formula, see eq. (2.32). Hence, they
are subject to constraints from neutrino masses and therefore suppressed.
The operators in the rst line of eq. (3.26) do not violate lepton number and, in
principle, they give rise to NSIs that are not suppressed by neutrino masses. Applying
Fierz identities one can express them in various ways. Using ref. [100], they can be written











PL) (ePLe) ; (3.34)
where  and "













where ~M1 and ~M2 are dened in eq. (3.28).
For neutrinos propagating in ordinary matter, these operators induce the following
matter NSI parameters




























In our scenario, the only relevant matter NSI parameters are m and "
m
 (cf. ref. [102]),
since we assume Y e2 = Y
e
2 = 0 and f
e = 0. Now, we can derive an upper bound
on m applying CLFV and HLFV limits. For illustration, let us impose the limits from
Br(h ! e) from table 1. Using a similar equation to eq. (3.48), but for the e channel,












which is below present and most probably future experimental sensitivity. Reproducing
small neutrino masses and fullling other stronger CLFV constraints, e.g. constraints on
! e and  ! , imply that m and "m are much smaller than 10 8, which is beyond
any future experimental sensitivity. This can be seen in our numerical scan. Other limits
and future prospects on NSIs can be found in refs. [103, 104].
Finally, at a future neutrino factory, there could be source NSIs in the process  !




 are those with
tau neutrinos, i.e. e and "
e
 . However, these are also very small, at least below 10 6.
3.5 Higgs signals
In the Zee model, the couplings to SM particles are modied with respect to their SM




s  ; gHWW =
2m2W
v
c  ; gAWW = 0 ; (3.38)
and similarly, for ghZZ , gHZZ , and gAZZ , changing m
2
W ! m2Z . Clearly, close to the
decoupling limit, s  ! 1, the light Higgs interactions are suciently SM-like [72]. As
we will see in section 3.5.2, in order to have HLFV, we cannot be exactly at the decoupling
limit, but it needs to be close enough to fulll the bounds on the Higgs decays measured
at the LHC [85]. The other Higgs couplings in the Zee model are modied as in eq. (2.18)
(see also eq. (3.48)) for leptons, eq. (2.34) for quarks, and eq. (3.42) for photons.
The Higgs results at the LHC are usually given in terms of the global signal strength
dened as
XY =
X(h)  Br(h! Y )
X(h)SM  Br(h! Y )SM ; (3.39)
where X(h) is the cross section for the production mode X and Br(h ! Y ) is the Higgs
branching ratio for the decay mode Y . By denition, in the SM, SMif = 1 for all production
modes i and decay channels f . At the LHC, there are four production modes available
for the Higgs boson, where the dominant one is gluon-gluon fusion (ggF), mainly through
a top loop. The subdominant ones are vector boson fusion (VBF), associated production
with a vector boson V h (where V = W;Z), and the associated production with a top-quark
pair tth. The production modes are usually grouped into two eective modes according to
ggF + tth and VBF + V h. We consider the ve decay channels, where a signal has been
























For the contribution to the 2 function (to be discussed in section 4) from the Higgs
decay channels, we need to take into account correlations between dierent production
modes. Thus, for each of the decay modes f = ;WW ; ZZ; bb;   , the contribution to




(f1   ^1f )2 +
1
^22(1  2)




1   ^1f )(f2   ^2f ) ;
(3.41)
where f1;2 are the results in the Zee model, ^
f
1(2) are the measured Higgs signal strengths,
^f1(2) are the standard deviations, and  is the correlation. The index 1 stands for the
combination ggF + tth and the index 2 for the combination VBF + V h. The numerical
values are given in refs. [105{108].
3.5.1 h!  decays
In the Zee model, the decay of the Higgs boson to two photons is modied by two factors.
First, the couplings to gauge bosons and top quarks are changed, since we have two Higgs
doublets. Second, there are new extra charged scalars couplings to the Higgs boson. In
ref. [45], a study of h !  in the Zee model has been performed. However, 7 and 10
were set to zero. Thus, in the following, we will analyze this decay in our scenario.
























where SH is the coupling of a charged scalar S with mass mS to the Higgs eld, which
is coming from a term in the potential of the form (HyH)(SyS). Note that we have used
the modied couplings to tops and WW given in eqs. (2.34) and (3.38), respectively. Here,
i  4m2i =m2H and Ai(x) (i = 0; 1=2; 1) are loop functions:


















We need to compute the couplings to charged scalars SH in the Zee model. Since we are in
the Higgs basis, the terms of the potential in eq. (2.3), which are coupling the Higgs boson



















































s  s2' : (3.46)
In the case when there is no mixing  (')! 0, we obtain
hH+H  = s  3 + c  7 ;
hh+h  = s  8 + c  10 ; (3.47)
where the rst equation agrees with eq. (F1) in ref. [72]. Note that, in our scenario, only the
terms proportional to 3 and  in eq. (3.46) will contribute, as we set the other couplings
to zero.
3.5.2 Higgs lepton avor violation
The Zee model predicts HLFV interactions that can be sizable. From the leptonic La-
grangian, i.e. eq. (2.18), the branching ratio of h!  is given by






(jY 2 j2 + jY 2 j2) ; (3.48)
and similarly, Br(h! e) / (jY e2 j2 + jY e2 j2). We can expand around the decoupling limit,
i.e.      =2, by using eq. (2.14), to obtain [112]







(jY 2 j2 + jY 2 j2) : (3.49)






jY 2 j2 + jY 2 j2 ' 0:004 : (3.50)
In principle, this can be achieved quite easily. For instance, choosing c  0:5, 6  0:05,
and mH  2v, we can obtain the desired branching ratio for
pjY 2 j2 + jY 2 j2  0:002. In
order to have a sizable Br(h! ), the correct neutrino mass scale can be obtained with
very small singly-charged Yukawa couplings f e and f .
Note that for a type-III 2HDM there is an upper bound on Br(h ! )  Br(h ! e)
from combining the rates of ! e and e conversion [23] (which currently saturates the
bound), as all combinations of couplings relevant to these HLFV processes enter in CLFV
with tau leptons running in the loop, see sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.4:
Br(h! )  Br(h! e) . 10 6 : (3.51)
In the Zee model, as we will see, reproducing the leptonic mixing angles correctly implies


























Real: f , f e , Y e2 [10
 12; 10 1]
tan [0:3; 50]
1, 2, j3j, j5j [10 5;
p
4]
h, 2 [GeV] [1; 10
7]
 [GeV] [1; 107]




2 , and Y

2 ,
we scan real and imaginary parts independently, while f , fe , and Y e2 can be assumed to be
real without loss of generality. We use logarithmic priors for all parameters except for tan , where
uniform priors are used.
4 Numerical analysis
4.1 Scan of the parameter space
In order to study the large parameter space of our scenario of the Zee model and to be able
to investigate how large CLFV and HLFV processes can be, we perform a full numerical
scan using the software MultiNest [113{115]. MultiNest is a Bayesian inference tool
that uses so-called nested sampling and especially suitable when there are possibly several
maxima in the parameter space. It is designed to determine the Bayesian evidence, but as
a byproduct, it also yields the posterior distribution that is relevant for a Bayesian analysis.
Nevertheless, it also maximizes the likelihood, which is relevant for a frequentist analysis.
We are interested in the maximization of the likelihood and we perform a fully frequentist
analysis. We scan over all free parameters in the model, in total 19 real parameters,
which are given in table 2 together with their chosen allowed parameter ranges. The
plots, including best-t points and 1 and 2 condence regions, are produced using the
graphical interface Superplot [116]. We impose the stability conditions on the scalar
couplings given in eqs. (3.2), (3.3), and (3.7). Direct searches on singly-charged scalars
from LEP II imply mh+1
;mh+2
> 80 GeV [117]. In the scan, we assume that all Higgs
bosons, except the light one (with the mass xed to mh = 125:5 GeV), are heavier than
100 GeV, i.e. not only the charged ones. This means that mA;mH ;mh+1
;mh+2
> 100 GeV.
The scan over the free parameters is performed for three cases: (i)  = 0, i.e. no neutrino
masses,10 (ii)  6= 0 with neutrino masses in NO, and (iii)  6= 0 with neutrino masses in IO.
The quantity that is maximized is the likelihood L, which is equivalent to minimizing
the 2 function: 2 =  2 lnL. We assume Gaussian likelihoods, and thus, the contribution




























Observable Central value  1 error
S 0:05 0:11 [118]
T 0:09 0:13 [118]
U 0:01 0:11 [118]
jgexp =gexp j 1:0011 0:0015 [119]
jgexp =gexpe j 1:0030 0:0015 [119]
jgexp =gexpe j 1:0018 0:0014 [119]
Table 3. The current experimental values and 1 errors for electroweak precision tests (see ap-
pendix A) and universality (see section 3.4.1). The limits on the parameters S, T , and U are derived
from a t to dierent electroweak precision data, see ref. [118] for more details. The correlation
coecients among the obervables S, T , and U are ST = 0:90, SU =  0:59, and TU =  0:83 [118].
where Oith (Oiobs) is the theoretical prediction (experimental measurement) of the ob-
servable i with the respective standard deviation i. For s
2
23 and , we use their com-
bined two-dimensional distribution function (therefore including their correlation) given in
refs. [60, 61]. For the M upper bounds, we use
2bounds =
8><>:






; Ojth  Bj
; (4.2)
where Bj is the experimental upper limit at 1 signicance level of the observable j.
According to the denitions for the standard Gaussian distributions assumed for the ob-
servables, the 90 % C.L. and 95 % C.L. upper limits are normalized (i.e. divided) by the
factors 1.645 and 1.949, respectively. The limits for the signals are rescaled in the same
way. The choice of eq. (4.2) for the 2 function is made so that we do not penalize deviation
from zero when this is not supported by data.
We take into account all the relevant bounds and observables described in section 3,
except for the muon AMM discrepancy with respect to the SM, which cannot be accom-
modated in our present scenario of the Zee model. Thus, adding eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), the
total 2 function reads
2 = 2signals + 
2
bounds : (4.3)
In tables 1 and 3, we present dierent observables that yield positive signals (see also
appendix A). In table 4, we show the values for the neutrino oscillation parameters from
a global t [60, 61] (see also section 2.3). Furthermore, in table 5, observables for which
there are only upper bounds are presented, and in table 6, we show the upper bounds
for dierent neutrino mass parameters (see also section 2.3). Finally, we also treat the


















sin2 12 0:306 0:012 0:306 0:012
sin2 13 0:02166 0:00075 0:02179 0:00076
sin2 23 0:441 0:027 0:587 0:024
m221 [eV
2] (7:50 0:19)  10 5 (7:50 0:19)  10 5
m23` [eV
2] (2:524 0:040)  10 3  (2:514 0:041)  10 3
 [] 261 59 277 46
Table 4. The best-t values and 1 errors for the leptonic mixing parameters and mass-squared
dierences from the NuFIT group (NuFIT 3.0, November 2016) [59{61]. See also the discussion in
section 2.3. Note that we use symmetric lower and upper errors (choosing the largest of the two when
dierent asymmetric errors are present). Here m23` = m
2





for IO. Note that for sin2 23 there are two minima in their distribution [60, 61] for both orderings,
corresponding to the rst and second octants. For  the distribution is also not 2 distributed.
Therefore, for sin2 23 and , the two-dimensional complete distribution is used.
Observable Upper bound
Br(  !  ) 4:4  10 8 [76]
Br(  ! e ) 3:3  10 8 [76]
Br(+ ! e+) 4:2  10 13 [62]
Br(  !  + ) 2:1  10 8 [76]
Br(  !  +e ) 2:7  10 8 [76]
Cr(! e)Au 7  10 13 [94]
jaej 2  10 12 [76]
jd=ej [cm] 1  10 19 [76]
jde=ej [cm] 8:7  10 29 [92]
Table 5. The current experimental 90 % C.L. upper bounds for relevant charged lepton avor
violating processes and electric and magnetic dipole moments.
Observable Upper bound
mee [meV] [190; 450] [120]
me [eV] [2:05; 2:3] [121{123]P
mi [eV] 0:23 [124]
Table 6. The current experimental 95 % C.L. upper bounds on parameters related to the neutrino
masses, see also section 2.3. The two upper bounds on mee are due to the sensitivity on the nuclear
matrix elements, whereas for me , we show results coming from two dierent experiments. We use

















4.2 Results of scan
In this section, we discuss the main results of our numerical scan, performed for  = 1
with the naturality upper limit of  . 1:5 TeV, see eq. (3.6), unless otherwise stated. At
the end of the section, we discuss how the results would change for  = 10 ( . 15 TeV).
The numerical scan is performed for three dierent cases of our scenario of the Zee model,
i.e. for  = 0, NO, and IO. For these cases, the values for the minima of the 2 function,
2min, at the respective best-t points are
(i)  = 0, i.e. massless neutrinos: 2min ' 5:1,
(ii)  6= 0, massive neutrinos in NO: 2min ' 10:7 (11:0) for  = 1 (10),
(iii)  6= 0, massive neutrinos in IO: 2min ' 21:7 (21:5) for  = 1 (10).
Thus, in our scenario of the Zee model, neutrino masses and leptonic mixing can be ac-
commodated in both NO and IO. However, IO is disfavored compared to NO. We also note
that if 23 will turn out to be in the second octant, IO cannot be accommodated.
In gure 2, we present the contributions to 2min from the observables in both NO
and IO. Note that we do not show the contributions from the upper bounds, since these
are always satised, and thus, the corresponding contribution to 2min is exactly zero.
Note that we present the combined contribution from s223 and  to 
2
min. In IO, the largest
contributions stem from s212 and s
2
23+, although they are all within 3 of their experimental
values. In NO, the corresponding contributions are small. These observables account for
the fact that the t in IO is much worse than in NO. All other observables in IO are of
the same size as those in NO and within 2. In addition, we perform a run assuming
Y 2 = 0, which renders one neutrino massless, see eq. (2.32). In this case, we nd that IO
is signicantly better than NO, which is in agreement with the results of ref. [54], and the
value of 2min in IO is of the same size as for Y

2 6= 0 (i.e. quite large), whereas in NO, the
dierence is more than one order of magnitude with 2min  O(100). Thus, in this scenario,
both NO and IO are basically excluded. Moreover, there are non-negligible contributions
to 2min from the Higgs signals, especially h ! ZZ. Regarding h ! , we nd that it is
around the SM value. Note that in this case we choose some of the couplings of the scalar
potential to be zero, see eqs. (3.46), so its value can be modied by turning them on. The
values for the universality parameters gij , see eqs. (3.31){(3.33), are always very close to
one, even closer than the experimental values, and compatible with observations at 2.
However, these also give non-negligible contributions to 2min.
In the following, we present the allowed regions for the most interesting parameters
and observables. In gure 3, we plot the leptonic mixing parameters s212 and s
2
23 for NO
(left panel) and IO (right panel), where one can clearly see that the t is very good for
NO, while for IO it crucially depends on the octant of 23. In fact, the tted value of s
2
12
would be 5 away from its experimental best-t value if 23 lies in the rst octant. For
NO, it is clear that both octants are viable.
In gure 4, we plot the allowed regions of the branching ratios Br(h ! ) and



































































Figure 2. Individual contributions to 2min from the dierent parameters and observables in NO
and IO. The number of standard deviations that each observable i is away from the observed value
is given by the respective pull
q
2min;i.




























Figure 3. Allowed regions of the leptonic mixing parameters sin2 12 and sin
2 23 for (a) NO and
(b) IO. The 3 C.L. ranges from global ts to neutrino oscillation data [60, 61] are 0:271 < sin2 12 <



































(a)  = 0.






































Figure 4. Allowed regions of the branching ratios Br( ! ) and Br(h! ) for (a)  = 0, (b)
NO, and (c) IO.
exist and these are compatible with the results of refs. [22, 23]. For  6= 0, one can observe
that there are lower bounds on the CLFV and HLFV processes in both NO (middle panel)
and IO (right panel). That is, reproducing neutrino masses implies that CLFV and HLFV
cannot be arbitrarily small. In particular, Br(h ! ) & 10 6 (10 7) in NO (IO). For
NO, the upper bound on Br(h ! ) saturates the experimental one, while for IO, we
obtain Br(h ! ) . 5  10 3. In the future, Belle II is expected to reach a sensitivity
on Br( ! ) of O(10 9) [63], which would signicantly probe a substantial part of the
allowed parameter space of IO and almost the complete allowed region of NO. This is one
of the most interesting results of our work. Similarly, if sensitivities of Br(h ! ) at
future colliders reach 10 4 (10 5), NO (IO) will be tested at 68 % C.L.
In gure 5, we show the allowed regions of the branching ratios Br(h ! e) and
Br(h! ) for NO (left panel) and IO (right panel). No correlation exists for  = 0, while
there is a strong correlation for  6= 0, stronger for IO than for NO. In general, we nd that
Br(h ! e) . 10 2 Br(h ! ) or even lower for both orderings. Therefore, observations
of h! e will be considerably more challenging than for h! .
In gure 6, we display the allowed regions of the e conversion rate in gold and the
branching ratio Br(h ! ) for NO (left panel) and IO (right panel). As discussed in
section 3.3.4, next generation experiments, using aluminium and titanium, are expected
to achieve an improved sensitivity of up to about four orders of magnitude, maybe reach-
ing O(10 19) [66]. The e conversion rates of these materials are of the same order of
magnitude as that of gold,11 and therefore, if a negative result is obtained, IO would be
excluded, while there would still be a considerable allowed region for NO. Thus, there is
a complementarity between Br( ! ) and e conversion. On the other hand, the sensi-
tivity of Br( ! e) is expected to reach about 3  10 9 [63] and Br( ! e) is expected
to be improved by one order of magnitude, but these are not able to test the model as
thoroughly as Br( ! ) and e conversion.
11Quantitatively, the e conversion rates for Al and Ti scale as Cr( ! e)Al ' 0:5  Cr( ! e)Au and























































Figure 5. Allowed regions of the branching ratios Br(h ! e) and Br(h ! ) for (a) NO and
(b) IO.






































Figure 6. Allowed regions of e conversion and the branching ratio Br(h ! ) for (a) NO and
(b) IO.
In gure 7, we present the allowed regions for the absolute values of the Yukawa
couplings Y e2 and Y

2 in both NO (left panel) and IO (right panel). We nd that the
regions are quite well dened, although they are larger in IO than in NO, and the allowed
values are larger for Y 2 than for Y
e
2 . Note that the value of Y

2 , which is a very relevant
parameter since it controls the decays of the scalars into  (together with Y 2 ), is always
larger than around 10 3 (2:5  10 3) in NO (IO).
The scale of neutrino masses is controlled by the charged scalar mixing angle ', which
is proportional to the trilinear coupling , see eq. (2.8), and the Yukawa couplings f and Y2.
Therefore, in gure 8, we plot the allowed regions of jf j and s2' for both NO (left panel)
and IO (right panel). The range of jf j is similar in both orderings. One can clearly see



















































Figure 7. Allowed regions of the Yukawa couplings Y e2 and Y

2 for (a) NO and (b) IO.
























Figure 8. Allowed regions of the Yukawa coupling f and the mixing angle sin 2' for (a) NO
and (b) IO.
values of 0:7 (0:4) for NO (IO). As expected, the naturality condition of eq. (3.6), which is
added to the 2 function, restricts  to be smaller than about 3 (30) TeV for =1 (10) at 2.
The Yukawa couplings f and f e are always in the range [10 7; 0:1] and have
similar allowed regions in both NO and IO. In fact, they are highly correlated with
f ' f e (0:1f e ) in NO (IO). Their allowed 1 C.L. regions lie roughly below 10 5,
suppressing all interactions mediated by the antisymmetric Yukawa coupling f of the singly-
charged scalar singlet. Therefore, in order to describe neutrino masses and leptonic mixing,
Y2 should be much larger than f .
In gure 9, we show the allowed regions of the Higgs scalar mass dierences mH  mA
and mH  mh+1 . These aect the size of the parameter T , see appendix A. We nd similar
results to those in ref. [125]. At 1 C.L. and at low scalar masses, mH mh+1 is roughly equal




































































Figure 9. Splittings of the scalar masses: allowed regions of the mass dierences mH  mA and
mH  mh+1 for (a)  = 0, (b) NO, and (c) IO.
and IO, mH and mA can be close to each other and still fulll mH  mh+1 . The allowed
ranges of mA and mH are the same, but the two are not completely correlated, especially
for IO. In fact, it is possible to have mA ' 100 GeV, while 100 GeV . mH . 500 GeV.
In addition, we nd that the mass of the lightest charged scalar is mh+1
. 0:9 (1:7) TeV
at 1 (2) C.L. in NO, while mh+1
. 0:7 (1:1) TeV at 1 (2) C.L. in IO. The other charged
scalar of the model, i.e. h+2 , is always heavier than h
+
1 , see eq. (2.9), and can reach values
of O(100) TeV in both orderings. The larger the mh+2 , the smaller the s2', see eq. (2.8),
and therefore, the smaller the neutrino masses.12
From eq. (3.49), we know that Br(h! ) is proportional to 1=m4H , i.e., it decouples
with the CP-even scalar mass. In gure 10, we display the allowed regions of the mass mH
and the branching ratio Br(h ! ). For NO (left panel), mH . 0:9 (1:7) TeV at 1 (2)
C.L., while for IO (right panel), mH . 0:7 (1:1) TeV at 1 (2) C.L. Therefore, if an extra
CP-even scalar (and close by CP-odd and charged scalars, see gure 9) is observed below
0:9 (0:7) TeV, then one expects Br(h ! ) & 10 4 (10 5) for NO (IO) at 1 C.L. The
heavy CP-even scalar H could also have sizable decays into , depending on the scalar
spectrum.
In gure 11, we show tan  as a function of s for  = 0 (left panel), NO (middle
panel), and IO (right panel). Having Higgs boson decays close to the observed ones implies
being close to the decoupling limit, i.e. s  ! 1, and therefore, tan  and s are strongly
correlated. For massless neutrinos, tan  can reach values up to 15 and s can approach
zero. However, if neutrino masses are introduced, the value of tan  is severely constrained
to smaller values in both orderings and the allowed range of s is also reduced. The upper
bound on tan  is clearly more severe for NO, where tan  is driven to the smallest possible
values (i.e. below 0.5), while for IO, it can reach values up to 1.4. We have also performed
a run forcing the value of the unphysical parameter tan  to be large, i.e. 40 . tan . 50,
12The heavy scalars contribute to mh at one-loop level and could, in principle, pose a problem for
naturality, especially h+2 as it is the heaviest one. However, their contributions to the Higgs boson self-
energy are suppressed by both the loop factor and the quartic couplings of the scalar potential and mh is

























































Figure 10. Allowed regions of the mass mH and the branching ratio Br(h ! ) for (a)  = 0,
(b) NO, and (c) IO.










(a)  = 0.
























Figure 11. Allowed regions of the mixing angles sin and tan for (a)  = 0, (b) NO, and (c)
IO.
and we nd that the t becomes signicantly worse, leading to a value for the minimum of
the 2 function of O(1000), and thus excluding this scenario.
In gure 12, we present the allowed regions of the eective mass parameter mee that
appears in neutrinoless double beta decay and the smallest neutrino mass (m1 for NO
and m3 for IO) for NO (left panel) and IO (right panel). We can see that the smallest
neutrino mass is several orders of magnitude smaller in IO than in NO. In fact, in IO, it
can be massless, whereas this is not the case in NO. This is consistent with the fact that
the t in NO is bad when Y 2 = 0, rendering one neutrino massless. In NO, we obtain
jmeej ' (4 5) meV, while in IO, jmeej is one order of magnitude larger, i.e. about 50 meV,
and thus, it will be possibly probed in planned neutrinoless double beta decay experiments.
Furthermore, the mass of the lightest neutrino mass eigenstate is less than 1:4  10 3 eV
(1:3 10 4 eV) in NO (IO). Note that in NO there is a lower bound on this mass, 6 10 4 eV,
while IO is compatible with a massless neutrino.
In addition, we mention the phases of the leptonic mixing matrix U . We nd that the












































Figure 12. Allowed regions of the mass of the lightest neutrino mass eigenstate (m1 for (a) NO
and (b) m3 for IO) and the eective neutrino mass parameter mee appearing in neutrinoless double
beta decay.
IO, thus implying no leptonic CP violation in our scenario of the Zee model. The hint of
  3=2 from global ts to neutrino oscillation data, if conrmed, can therefore not be
accommodated in any of the two orderings. We also nd that the values of both Majorana
CP-violating phases 1 and 2 are around 2 in both orderings.
As expected, the strong limits from other LFV processes imply that the NSI parameters
m and "
m





and therefore well below future experimental sensitivity. The NSI parameters " , given
in eq. (3.35), are also generated in the Zee-Babu model, where they reach values of about
10 4 [89, 102]. However, in the Zee model, NSIs turn out to be smaller, since neutrino
masses are generated at one-loop level, while in the Zee-Babu model, the latter arise at
two loops.
Furthermore, we check how our results change when imposing the ne-tuning param-
eter  to be 10 instead of 1, see eq. (3.6). For both values of , the 1 C.L. region is
close to the upper limit on , even though the entire range down to  = 1 GeV is al-
lowed at 2 C.L. The value of  is not signicantly correlated to the value of tan . We
nd that the allowed ranges for the scalar masses (where the upper bounds determine the
neutrino masses) depend critically on , having larger allowed mass ranges the larger the
value of . Quantitatively, for  = 1 at 1 (2) C.L., the upper bounds on the masses are
mA;mH ;mh+1
= 0:9 (1:7) TeV for NO and mA;mH ;mh+1
= 0:7 (1:1) TeV for IO, whereas
for  = 10 at 1 (2) C.L., the upper bounds are mA;mH ;mh+1
= 1:6 (2:5) TeV for NO and
mA;mH ;mh+1
= 0:9 (1:4) TeV for IO.
Finally, we summarize some of our main results in table 7, where we display the 2
C.L. regions for some of the most interesting observables and parameters for NO (for
 = 1; 10), and IO (for  = 1; 10). We emphasize once more that for  = 0 only upper
bounds on the CLFV processes (and lower bounds on the scalar masses) exist, whereas for
 6= 0, there are lower bounds for the CLFV processes (and upper bounds on the scalar


















Quantity  = 1  = 10  = 1  = 10
2min 10.7 11.0 21.7 21.5
Br(h! ) [1  10 6; 1  10 2] [1  10 6; 1  10 2] [2  10 7; 4  10 3] [1  10 7; 5  10 3]
Br(h! e) [1  10 10; 2  10 4] [1  10 10; 2  10 4] [6  10 9; 3  10 4] [3  10 9; 3  10 4]
Br( ! ) [8  10 10; 3  10 8] [1  10 10; 3  10 8] [3  10 11; 3  10 8] [3  10 11; 3  10 8]
Br(! e) [1  10 21; 6  10 13] [3  10 22; 6  10 13] [1  10 31; 1  10 12] [1  10 34; 1  10 12]
Cr(! e) [1  10 21; 4  10 13] [1  10 21; 4  10 13] [3  10 17; 3  10 13] [3  10 17; 3  10 13]
mA;mH [TeV] < 1:7 < 2:5 < 1:1 < 1:4
m
h+1
[TeV] < 1:7 < 2:5 < 1:1 < 1:4
sin(   ) [0:98; 1:0] [0:98; 1:0] [0:97; 1:0] [0:97; 1:0]
Table 7. Some results of our numerical scan. We show the ranges of the 95 % C.L. regions of
dierent observables and parameters for NO and IO for two values  = 1; 10 for the naturality
upper bound on the trilinear coupling , see eq. (3.6).
are to be reproduced. The precise upper bound depends crucially on , see eq. (3.6). For
 = 0, the masses could be arbitrarily large, unlike the case of having  6= 0 and reproducing
neutrino masses, which imposes that they are below about 2 TeV. We do not display the
ranges for all observables, such as neutrino masses and leptonic mixing parameters, as
their contributions to 2min are shown in gure 2. In the Zee model (including  = 0),
the value of the muon AMM, which has not been included in the t, is several orders of
magnitude smaller than the experimental one. This implies a deviation of about 3:5. The
allowed ranges for the scalar masses mA and mH are the same for both values of , but the
two are not completely correlated (especially in IO). It is possible to simultaneously have
mA ' 100 GeV and mH varying in the range 100 GeV . mH . 500 GeV. We conclude by
stating that NO will be tested in the next generation CLFV searches, specially with  ! 
and e conversion, as well as searches for h!  and the other new scalars at colliders.
5 Summary and conclusions
It is well known that there is LFV in the neutrino sector and this is also expected in the
charged-lepton sector. In this work, we have studied the Zee model in detail, which is a
simple extension of the SM that can accommodate neutrino masses and leptonic mixing
if at the same time sizable signals in LFV processes are generated. We have performed a
full numerical scan of the parameter space for three dierent cases (i)  = 0, which implies
massless neutrinos, (ii) NO, and (iii) IO. We have found that neutrino masses and leptonic
mixing can be easily accommodated in NO, whereas IO is disfavored in comparison to
NO due to the diculty to t the leptonic mixing angles 12 and 23 as well as the Dirac
CP-violating phase . In fact, if 23 turns out to be in the rst octant, only NO would be
allowed in the Zee model. Note also that none of the orderings can reproduce the hint of

















If expected sensitivities are achieved in  !  and no signal is observed, a signicant
portion of the allowed parameter space for NO would be ruled out. This would put the Zee
model under severe pressure, requiring an extension, e.g. involving the Yukawa couplings
that give rise to terms proportional to me and possibly large hierarchies among them,
and relaxing the naturality demands on the trilinear coupling  considerably, as Br( !
)  10 9 would still rule out NO for   10. If no signals are observed in future e
conversion experiments, which are expected to increase their sensitivities by several orders
of magnitude, the allowed regions in the parameter space will be strongly reduced, and IO
will be basically excluded.
We have analyzed if the predicted rates of the Zee model for HLFV decays are ob-
servable at the LHC and future colliders. We have found that Br(h ! ) can be at the
percent level, whereas Br(h! e) is at least two orders of magnitude smaller. If no signals
are observed for Br(h ! ) at future colliders at the 10 5 level, both orderings will be
excluded at 1 C.L. In general, we nd that the expected sensitivities for CLFV will be
more constraining in the near future. However, both CLFV and HLFV will have signicant
impact on the allowed parameter space of the Zee model.
In the model, neutrinoless double beta is due to only light neutrinos. Therefore, as
usual, current experiments will be only sensitive to IO, while NO will only be tested if a
further-order-of-magnitude improvement is achieved. In the Zee model, NSIs are always
very suppressed, the strong limits from other CLFV processes and the fact that neutrino
masses need to be generated at one-loop level.
In general, we have found that the masses of the new scalars should be at most a
few TeV, which implies that they, especially the charged scalars that are pair-produced
via Drell-Yan processes, can be searched for at the LHC. In particular, the masses of the
neutral scalars and the charged scalar h+1 are below 2:5 TeV, and typically they are lower
than that, for both NO and IO. The phenomenology of the scalar sector is very model-
dependent, like in general for 2HDMs, although it is possible to have sizable decays of the
heavy neutral scalars into , correlated with the light Higgs ones.
We conclude by emphasizing that the general Zee model studied in this work is fully
testable in the near future by combining dierent LFV processes. In particular, both order-
ings should be completely tested by CLFV and HLFV processes in the forthcoming years,
as well as collider searches of the new scalars. Furthermore, if a signal in h!  is observed
at the LHC or in a future collider, the Zee model will be one of the best-motivated scenarios
to accommodate it and at the same time describe neutrino masses and leptonic mixing.
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A Electroweak precision tests
The Peskin-Takeuchi parameters S, T , and U give a parametrization of the new physics
contributions to electroweak radiative quantities, in particular to gauge boson self-
energies [126, 127]. We follow closely ref. [128], extending their results for the 2HDM
to the Zee model by adding the extra contributions stemming from the singly-charged
scalar singlet h+. We refer the reader to ref. [128] for additional details on the evaluations
of the one-loop self-energies.





































)  c2 F(m2h;m2A)  s2 F(m2H ;m2A)
+ 3c2 
F(m2Z ;m2H) F(m2W ;m2H) F(m2Z ;m2h) + F(m2W ;m2h) ;
where em  e2=(4) is Sommerfeld's ne-structure constant14 and the symmetric auxiliary
function F is dened as















Similarly, for the parameter S, following ref. [128] and adding the singly-charged contribu-





s2 B22(m2Z ;m2H ;m2A) + c2 
B22(m2Z ;m2h;m2A) + B22(m2Z ;m2Z ;m2H)
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B22(m2W ;m2W ;m2H)  B22(m2W ;m2W ;m2h)
 m2WB0(m2W ;m2W ;m2H) +m2WB0(m2W ;m2W ;m2h)

  2c2' B22(m2W ;m2h+1 ;m
2
h+1






where the renormalized auxiliary functions B22 and B0 are dened as
B22(q2;m21;m22)  B22(q2;m21;m22) B22(0;m21;m22) ; (A.5)
B0(q2;m21;m22)  B0(q2;m21;m22) B0(0;m21;m22) (A.6)
with the Passarino-Veltman functions B22 and B0 [130], arising from two-point self-energies.
Using eqs. (A.3) and (A.4), one can readily obtain an expression for the parameter U . In
the limit s' = 0, it can be easily checked that one recovers the 2HDM results of the
electroweak precision tests of ref. [128]. Finally, in dimensional regularization, the two























ln(X   i) dx (A.8)
with
X  m21x+m22(1  x)  q2x(1  x) ;  
2
4  d + ln(4)   (A.9)
in d space-time dimensions, where  ' 0:577 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Note that
B22 and B0 are symmetric in their last two arguments. In appendix B, we derive explicit
analytical expressions for B22 and B0 as well as B22 and B0.
B Explicit analytical expressions for the Passarino-Veltman functions B0
and B22 and the renomalized auxiliary functions B0 and B22























+ (m22  m21 + q2)B1(q2;m21;m22)

; (B.1)
15We believe there are typos in the last two terms of ref. [128], which should have opposite signs.



























































where x1 and x2 are the roots of the equation q
2x2 + (m21 m22  q2)x+m22 = 0. Inserting
eqs. (B.2), (B.3), and (B.4) into eq. (B.1), it follows after some tedious calculations that
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m21 +m
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[(m1 +m2)2   q2][(m1  m2)2   q2] : (B.7)
In fact, it is possible to nd closed-form expressions even for the auxiliary functions
B22 and B0. Inserting eqs. (B.5) and (B.6) into eqs. (A.5) and (A.6), respectively, and
using the functions B22 and B0 evaluated at q
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m21 +m
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whereas for m1;m2 > q > 0 and (m1   m2)2 < q2, we have to make the replacements




2   q2 + Y
m21 +m
2
2   q2   Y




2   q2)Y 0
(m21 +m
2
2   q2)2   2m21m22
in eqs. (B.10) and (B.11), respectively, where Y 0 p[(m1 +m2)2   q2][q2   (m1  m2)2].
In the case when m1 = q and m2 = m (which is useful for computing eqs. (A.3) and (A.4)),
we have for 0 < m=2 < q < m
























































4q2  m2 ; (B.14)













in eqs. (B.12) and (B.13), respectively, where Z 0 
p
m2   4q2. Similarly, in the case when




























4m2   q2 : (B.17)
B.1 Comments on cancellation of dimensionful logarithms and divergent
terms in S and S + U
Note that the terms proportional to the dimensionful logarithm ln(m1m2) in eq. (B.10)
as well as in eqs. (B.12) and (B.15) sum up to contributions for both S in eq. (A.3)
(contribution of seven B22 functions) and S + U in eq. (A.4) (contribution of ten B22





)], which is indeed a result of dimensionless logarithms. Furthermore, it should
be noted that all terms on the form  (+1)q2=12 (which contains a divergency) in eq. (A.5)
with eq. (A.7) cancel exactly for both S and S + U in eqs. (A.3) and (A.4), respectively,
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